
HAMLET CHARACTERISTICS ESSAY

William Shakespeare's â€œHamletâ€• is one of the most tragic plays ever written. Hamlet procrastinates when avenging
his fatherâ€™s death, which is his tragic flaw. Essay William Shakespeare 's Hamlet - Character Analysis.

The biggest event being when Hamlet meets the ghost of his father, the king, who then proceeds to tell him
that his uncle murdered him. He meets his father's death with consuming outrage and righteous indignation,
yet shows no compunction when he himself is responsible for the deaths of the meddling Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, and the pontificating lord chamberlain, Polonius Hamlet tells Horatio, his friend that he is going
to fake madness as he loses his determination. These are aspects that have thus far only been able to be seen as
fragments in other speeches. Hamlet's heartfelt line "Frailty, thy name is woman" sums up his view of her
actions early in the play. He appeared over solicitous to give force and so lemnity to his manner, and in the
attempt lost the fine spirit of the poet. These are multifaceted existential questions that ancient and modern
philosophies have yet to adequately answer. He consistently uses iambic pentameter in the speeches of his
most noble characters. The turmoil brings out the mental level at which Hamlet was even during the teenage.
They always appear together. From the beginning Ophelia is an obedient character who has real trouble
thinking for herself. This essay will help to explain Hamlet as well as his thought process throughout the book
story. This interpretation of the passage is sanctified, not only by Hamlet's general character, but by his own
words. However, Claudius is Hamlet's real enemy in the play so Laertes might be classified as a foil rather
than a true antagonist. This final existential act is what qualifies Hamlet as an existential character in an
existential drama at a time when existentialism did not exist in literature. He then went up to Ophelia and held
her wrist while stroking the side of her face, nodding three times and sighing "profoundly", then subsequently
leaving her. As Scene Two begins, in the first lines which Laertes speaks in the play, he requests that King
Claudius allow him to return to his duties in France For characters of lower class, or for characters who have
gone insane, Shakespeare writes their speeches in prose, or prosaic language. And he leads them on a merry
chase in search of Polonius ' body. Louis B. Therefore during the struggle to disengage himself from
Marcellus and Horatio, his look and gesture should be wild, and his voice piercingly ener gic. SparkNote on
Hamlet. Henderson was every thing that criticism could wish; but if he would observe the mi nutiae of
propriety, he would drop his sword when the spirit tells him that he is his father; hitherto he had but
presumptive proofs. O heart, lose not thy nature; let not ever The soul of Nero enter this firm bosom; Let me
be cruel, but not unnatural, 'Twill speak daggers to her, but use none. His loneliness deepens, as he is unable to
arrive at a decision. This essay will explore these and other questions related to this character. The question of
whether Hamlet is truly insane in Hamlet or is in fact using the illusion of insanity to further enhance his plan
of revenge on Claudius provides interesting insight into the perspectives on Hamlet a The filial piety of a son,
is finely contrasted by the levity of a mother, who in defiance of censure, and the ties of consanguinity,
marries her deceased husband's brother. Henderson was too tame. The love letters from Hamlet also swayed
her opinions and confused her mind. The law and Christianity, around the early seventeenth century, were
clear in condemning personal revenge as an attempt by man to arrogate the prerogatives of God.


